Do The Write Thing

Sirens, flashing lights, K9 dogs, SWAT teams, ambulances, were on my street as I dashed to the window to see what was going on. Everyone in my house became terrified to this incident, that even my siblings were crying. Not knowing what was going on, someone in my house finally took action. A man in the house such as my grandpa, walked outside and asked what was going on, and the officers replied, saying that there was a boy that was trying to kill his mother, also it was said that he had a lot of wood and a match ready to set his mother on fire, putting people in danger for those who lives in his area, such as us and others! Suddenly, I realized that my family and I were watching a movie, in that such precious, exciting, joyful gathering time, it was probably about to happen and no one could reverse the current flowing of time and try to fix it. I could feel myself boiling with fear, sorrow and betrayal as I faced the situation of an exploding volcano trying to demolish some innocent lives and properties with it's furious lava. I felt anger in my veins full of betrayal, along with rock questions trying to weigh me down. Like, why would he try to kill the woman that probably gave birth to him? Why trying to put your life on the line, knowing time is precious with the touch of... matter of fact not even with a touch of a pinky, button, puppy, kitten, nothing. How disrespectful could he be? Thank God that he didn't start the fire, because I could have lost my home and everything, this could have been total devastation to my family, not just that but the boy would come to collect our wood from our yard and collect from our tree that fell down during Hurricane Sandy, plus he did have a fireplace but who knew that he had a young violent mind like that. Without care there is no nourishing love, there is hate, without positive leadership there is no guide and it leads to violence.

There are a slew of reasons why youth violence happens, and it can be increasing as every second goes by. Disrespect, disobedience, being envious, no attention, no nourishing or nurturing, no ambition, misleading books, television, technology, negative music, money, betrayal, issues, lack of education, ignorance, racism, peer pressure, drugs, revenge, bets, gangs, bad influences, temptations, problems at home, misleading authorities and weapons are reasons why youth violence happens, some how some of these words leads into a chain reaction that causes violence. Also some schools need more educational field trips, but this is not happening because the lack of funding. A school that has educational field trips, gives the student more of an opportunity to get involved in special activities, which allows the student to have ambition and gives them an idea of what they want to be when they get older. This prevents young adults from heading towards the streets, which contains gangs, drugs, weapons, violence and more. Not just that but young adults need positive attention, otherwise they will seek bad attention, which can lead to violence. Negative music is often about violence, but is becoming more popular. This is what young adults are leaded by which influences them to be tempted to do violence. Young adults like this because of it's popularity, not just that, but also they like to hear violent music that they think brings out the anger or emotions in them. It even sometimes gets young adults sick in the head, which motivates them to do violence. This is all the same with television, but is worse because of sight, so is the same with technology, which is more worse.

There are a slew of reasons why youth violence is happening and can be increasing as every second goes by, if something isn't done about it. Progress is still to be made, but we as Americans can change that and decrease the reasons and actions why youth violence happens, because young people are our only hope for America's future. To stop this, people can start organizations against violence, learn the history of Martin Luther King Jr. and others who protested against violence. Also, something needs to be done about this violent music and television which is one of the main reason why youth violence happens. Officers and others need to get to the bottom of violence by finding the person who is selling the weapons. There should be bad punishment and considerable apologies for those who have been done wrong otherwise they will never learn their lesson and will influence others
to do violence. Restrict bad language and mainly let us young people tell the truth and fight against injustice. Also young people can set aside negative music and violent lyrics. Bad channels on television need to be altered and more positive. I am hoping this reaches out to all young adults, if they can just hear my cry. I hope other young adults like me could just imagine how great it could be without youth violence and ask is it worth it? Let us try to stop youth violence and the shame it puts on ourselves and our future. Every parents or guardian should take care of their children no matter how mad or sad you are. No child deserves to suffer with a parent that doesn't care. This could make them become interested in the streets with horrible hidden things.